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Abstract—Performance of multipath transport protocols is
known to be sensitive to path asymmetry. The potential difference
between each path in terms of bandwidth, delay and packet-loss
significantly decreases the overall performance when a single data
flow is carried over multiple asymmetric paths. In this paper, we
evaluate and analyse Concurrent Multipath Transfer extension of
Stream Control Transport Protocol (CMT-SCTP) under variou s
scenarios of network asymmetry. We identify various causesof
performance bottle-neck under different asymmetric scenarios,
review the impact of delayed SACK under path asymmetry
and show that the total achievable good-put of a reliable in-
order data flow over multiple heterogeneous paths is ruled by
the characteristics of the perceived worst path by the transport
protocol. Finally to support our study, we derive a simple
analytical proof to support our simulated experimental results
of NS-2.

Index Terms—Multipath Transport Protocol; Receiver’s Win-
dow Blocking; Spurious Retransmission; CMT-SCTP;

I. I NTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Mobile hand-held devices like smart-phones have, in re-
cent years, become increasingly popular for a wide range of
applications. These range from browsing multimedia content-
rich web-pages, interactive networked multi-player gaming and
VoIP telephony to streaming video playback. The huge rise
of user activity on mobile devices has also proportionally
increased the load and demand of mobile network capacity, and
the need to use all the resources available to provide the users
with the appropriate applications quality. Most modern hand-
held devices are multihomed, i.e. they are equipped with more
than one network interface to ensure better network connectiv-
ity for the users. The most common network combination, 3G
and Wi-Fi, is available on the vast majority of all smartphones.
Although simultaneous use of multiple wireless technologies
is not currently available on mobile devices, it can be predicted
that the minor configuration changes enabling this functionality
will be implemented by the device manufacturers in the near
future, to support the increasing capacity demands and user
expectations of service quality.

Increasing total aggregated capacity by splicing bandwidth
spread over multiple network interfaces in multi-homed de-
vices, i.e. multipath networking, is not inherently supported
by traditional transport protocols. Multipath TCP (MP-TCP)

[12], [13] and Concurrent Multipath Transfer extension of
SCTP (CMT-SCTP) [14], are the transport protocol extensions
which have received most attention in the research literature
in recent years. Most research works [14], [?] only address
an environment in which there is little difference between the
multiple paths defined by the two components of the multipath
(end to end) transport protocol. This is clearly not the casewith
e.g. 3G (or other cellular networks) and Wi-Fi, with the former
having a lower offered bandwidth in current cellular services
and significantly higher delay [REF]. Although in some cases,
like free public hot spots, the Wi-Fi bandwidth offering may
also be lower than e.g. 3G, the main premise of the asymmetry
between the network paths being in place will still hold.

In this paper, we provide a detailed analysis of various
causes of performance degradation prompted by the asymmet-
rical network paths in multipath SCTP (CMT-SCTP). A similar
study was previously studied only by Dreibholtz et al. in [30],
[29] where authors identify receiver’s window blocking and
spurious retransmission bursts due to path switching as causes
of performance degradation. In this paper, we first illustrate the
observed performance degradation and then pinpoint receiver
window blocking, spurious retransmission, delayed SACK and
incorrect RTT estimation as the causes of the degradation.
Our work differs from Dreibholtz et al. who has only studied
receiver window blocking comprehensively and identified and
provided a solution for a variety of spurious retransmission.

On top of the formerly identified receiver’s window block-
ing, in this paper we provide:

• An in-depth analysis of receiver’s window blocking due
to round-robin packet scheduling and dissimilar CWND
growth.

• Analysis of another variation of spurious retransmission
due to SACK packet reordering.

• We demonstrate the problem and impact of delayed
SACK on throughput in asymmetric multipath data trans-
fer.

• We analyse the impact of path asymmetry on good-put
which impacts the application data delivery.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows:
In Section IV we identify various causes of performance



degradation in concurrent reliable and orderly data transfer
under various form of path asymmetry with CMT-SCTP. In
Section III we present simulated results of our experiments
under various scenarios of network asymmetry to confirm
our analysis. To further support our analysis and simulation
results, in Seciton?? we present a simple proof of the problem
of involving path asymmetry and effective good-put of an
asymmetric CMT-SCTP flow. Finally we draw conclusion,
describe our future work plan and acknowledge the support
for this work to National ICT Australia (NICTA) in Section
VI and VII.

II. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

Despite the unparalleled adoption of Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) over the
other transport layer protocols today, both TCP and UDP
still lacks many essential features to accommodate the mod-
ern networking criterion and techniques. In order to fill up
these gaps, Stream Control Transport Protocol (SCTP) was
proposed to augment the design limitations of TCP and UDP
with modern features such as inherent multi-homing, multi-
streaming, message oriented data delivery to eliminate head-of-
line blocking, partial reliability etc. [26]. Transport layer based
multi-homing directly built into SCTP, which primarily offered
available secondary paths for redundancy and load-balancing
only, intrigued researchers to take advantage of simultaneous
availability of bandwidth over multiple parallel paths andas
a result Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT) extension of
SCTP was proposed by Iyengar et al. [14]. CMT-SCTP makes
use of the innate multihoming feature of SCTP and allows the
user to use two or more multiple parallel physical network
paths for the same logical data connection. Thus the CMT
extension of SCTP potentially enables a multihomed network
client equipped with multiple network interfaces to download
a single data stream, for example an FTP session, over several
physical paths letting transparent accumulation of bandwidth
spread over multiple paths for the applications.

All existing SCTP features are accommodated under the
CMT extension. Congestion control is performed with a TCP
like window based congestion control algorithm. Congestion
control window is maintained separately for each path on the
data sending end. Data receiver maintains a single receiving
window (RWND) as proposed in the SCTP specification [26].
Packet flow on the data sending end is regulated in a round-
robin order such that disorderly arrived packets which are
to be queued in the data receiver’s buffer never exceeds the
maximum receiver’s window (RWND) or the receiver’s buffer
(RBUF). Therefore each path on the data sender gets the equal
opportunity to transmit the minimum of path’s own congestion
window and the receiving window,min(CWND,RWND),
amount of data in a round robin order. Packet retransmission
is maintained similar to TCP based on duplicate acknowledge
and retransmission timer. Retransmission timeout (RTO) is
calculated based on the estimated smoothed RTT (SRTT) per
path at the sender. Successful reception of data packets areac-
knowledged by the receiver using selecting acknowledgement

Figure 1. Simulated Network Topology

(SACK) packets with gap reports. These gap reports represent
the received and yet-to-arrive packets queued in the receiver’s
buffer. Unlike TCP, packets received over any available path
within a single data connection can be acknowledged by the
receivers over the same or any other paths. This unique feature
enables CMT to receive out of order data packets over multiple
paths as long as the receiver’s buffer can accommodate them.

As described previously, CMT as an extension to SCTP
inherits all existing SCTP attributes including the natureof
transmitting acknowledgement packets. SCTP specification
recommends using delayed acknowledgement (DSACK) such
that an acknowledgement packet is sent at least every 200ms
and no more than 500ms or at every second data packet.
It is strictly advised not to send more than one SACK for
every incoming packet, irrespective of data or control packets,
other than to update the receiver’s window size to the sender.
A SACK transmission behaviour such as this would be the
same as transmitting non-delayed SACK for which we are
going to present a performance evaluation in Section III.
Depending on the implementation, an SCTP sender might be
more conservative in delaying the ACK as per the specification
above. But the SCTP sender should never be more aggressive
than the above recommendation [26].

In order to provide a smooth and optimum user experience
under CMT-SCTP, the current research challenges includes
minimizing packet retransmission and reordering, reducing
receiver’s window blocking and overall to achieve maximum
possible throughput from the total available capacity [30], [31],
[33], [34].

III. E VALUATION OF CMT-SCTPIN ASYMMETRIC

MULTIPATH

In this section, we present the simulated results of SCTP-
CMT changing various parameters that affects the path asym-
metry and impacts throughput. We have used a simple network
topology shown in Figure 1 with one data sender and one
receiver both equipped with two network interfaces each
for our experiments. We have varied RTT, packet loss and
bandwidth during these simulations to introduce asymmetry
among the paths. We have used the default receiver’s buffer
size of 65536 bytes for these simulations which theoretically
is capable to accommodate a total aggregated flow of about
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Figure 2. Impact of Delayed-SACK in RTT Asymmetric Network Environ-
ment

52Mbit/s
(

65536∗8
10/1000

)

between a sender and a receiver when
the intermediate networked paths are separated by10ms one
way delay. Total accumulated bandwidth capacity over the
paths was made sure never to exceed the the receiver’s buffer
size.

A. RTT Asymmetry

In Figure 2 we present simulation results of various RTT
asymmetric network scenario. Network topology used for these
experiments is the same as Figure 1. Bandwidth capacity for
bothPath1 andPath2 are assigned as1Mbit/s and RTT for
Path1 is assigned as20ms. We vary RTT onPath2 from
20ms to 1000ms and present the impact on throughput in
Figure 2. We also present the impact of delayed SACK on
spurious packet retransmission the lower graph of Figure 2.
As can be seen in Figure 2, as the RTT asymmetry grows
between the paths, the total throughput and goodput gradually
degrades. Also, our experiments show that delayed SACK has
a clear impact on the achievable throughput onPath2 as non-
delayed SACK clearly reduces the amount of retransmitted
packets and improves overall performance. In the lower graph
in Figure 2, indicates that no packet was retransmitted in case
of non-delayed SACK.

B. Bandwidth Asymmetry

In Figure 3, we present simulation results of various band-
width asymmetric network scenario. Network topology used
for the experiments is the same as before. We assigned RTT
of 20ms for the bothPath1 andPath2. Bandwidth capacity
assigned forPath1 was1Mbit/s and it wasn’t varied during
these experiments. We varied the capacity overPath2 from
1Mbit/s to 100Kbit/s. As can be seen in Figure 3, as the
bandwidth asymmetry grows between the paths, the overall
goodput also gradually degrades. The impacts of delayed
SACK appears to be more severe than the RTT asymmetric
scenarios as clearly we have more retransmission in the band-
width asymmetric case. Another observation is the amount of
retransmission does not decrease as the asymmetry grows. We
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Figure 4. Impact of Delayed-SACK in Loss Asymmetric NetworkEnviron-
ment

present an analysis of this behaviour in Section IV-A and in
Section IV-B.

C. Loss Asymmetry

In Figure 4, we present simulation results of various loss
asymmetric network scenario. Network topology used is sim-
ilar as before. Bandwidth and RTT assigned for bothPath1

andPath2 are 1Mbit/s and 20ms respectively. No network
induced packet loss was introduced inPath1 for all of these
experiments. Rather we added packet loss inPath2 and varied
them from0% to 10% to demonstrate the impact. As can be
seen in Figure 4, in case of delayed-SACK, the impact of
packet loss is not very much. In fact, in some cases packet
loss actually helps get around receiver’s window blocking by
triggering faster retransmission of the missing packets inthe
receiver’s buffer.

In the lower graph of Figure 4, we present a more detailed
analysis of retransmitted packets by separating them in groups
of fast retransmission and time-out retransmission. As can
be seen, for all cases of0% to 10% packet loss onPath2,



delayed SACK triggers much more fast retransmission than
non-delayed SACK. This is because the non-delayed SACK,
which updates the sender’s estimation about the receiver’s
buffer more frequently, works adversely in this particularcase.
As shown in Section III-A and III-B, non-delayed SACK
allows us to send more data packets than delayed SACK until
we block the receiver’s buffer. This works against us in caseof
packet loss as we block the receiver’s buffer quicker in case
of non-delayed SACK and stop accepting new out of order
packets due tomin(cwnd, rwnd) limit. Since the missing
packets needed to unblock the receiver’s buffer in this caseare
lost and can’t be fast retransmitted due to buffer block we have
to wait until the retransmission timeout (RTO) trigger causing
a bigger penalty in CWND. Therefore we have more RTO
trigger in case of non-delayed SACK than the amount of RTO
triggers in case of delayed-SACK. In all cases of packet losson
Path2 from 3% and onwards, we have time-out retransmission
due to which the penalty on the window progression is much
larger than in case of fast retransmission [26]. Therefore,our
conclusion is that – although delayed-SACK had its benefits
for bandwidth and RTT asymmetric scenarios, in case of loss
asymmetry the SACK packets requires to be able to provide
more information to distinguish between lost and reordered
packets so that the data sender may make a better decision in
resizing the congestion window.

IV. CAUSES OFPERFORMANCEDEGRADATION WITH

ASYMMETRIC MULTIPATH TRANSFER

Multipath transport protocols are based on the idea of
bundling multiple incoming or outgoing network paths into
one logical path. Theoretically the logical path is expected to
provide a total accumulated capacity of the physical paths.
The challenge to meet this objective remains straightforward
in ideal scenarios where there is no packet loss, network
induced packet reordering or RTT variation involved during
the multipath transmission. When a single flow reliable data
transfer is taking place over multiple paths, in order to avoid
packet loss due to congestion and fulfil the available capacity
of each of the paths, packet scheduler on the sending end
of transmission utilizes the congestion window (CWND) as
the limiting parameter and transmit appropriate number of
data packets allowed by the congestion window towards the
receiver.

Receiver buffer occupancy starts to grow higher and packet
scheduling becomes complicated as out of order packets are
introduced due to dissimilar congestion window growth along
the different paths. This problem worsens when there is
unexpected packet loss, reordering and delay along the paths.
All these variable parameters introduce additional asymmetry
to the whole data transmission session that simple round-robin
packet scheduling based on congestion window can not handle
adequately. The packet scheduling mechanism in SCTP-CMT
is unaware of the changing characteristics of the physical paths
and tends to schedule packets based on the available congestion
window per path in a round-robin manner [14]. To mitigate
this packet scheduling and receivers’ buffer blocking issue,
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Figure 5. Graphical Time-line View of Receiver’s Window Blocking

alternative packet scheduling methods have been proposed in
the literature [30]?? which takes advantage of SCTP’s multi-
streaming feature to improve the performance. As compared
to congestion window based round-robin packet scheduling,an
RTT based scheduling scheme has also been proposed [34] to
achieve better throughput.

A. Receiver’s Window Blocking

Receiver’s Window (RWND) blocking simply indicates to
the point in a data flow when data sender can not transmit
any new packets towards the receiver due to lack of space
in the receiver’s buffer. The illustration presented in Fig-
ure 5 presents a simple demonstration of receiver’s window
blocking to explain how the blocking occurs. The default
receiver’s window (RWND) size in SCTP is 65536 bytes.
For a Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of 1500 bytes, the
default receiver’s window size will hold about

(

65536

1500−40
∼ 44

)

packets, where the IP header size is 40 bytes. For simplicity
of the illustration, we consider to have a multipath scenario
consisting two pathsP1 and P2 representing WiFi and 3G
connectivity respectively. Round trip time over the paths are
considered asRTT1 = 20ms andRTT2 = 400ms. The link
bandwidth capacity along the paths areC1 = 10Mbit/s and
C2 = 1Mbit/s. For simplicity, bothPath1 and Path2 are
considered loss-less during this illustration, meaning nopacket
is lost due to network or congestion control until the receiver’s
buffer is full. At time instanttx, in a multipath data transfer
whereRWND has no blocking yet, lets consider the congestion
window (CWND) along the paths asCWND1 = 10 packets
andCWND2 = 2 packets respectively.

As can be seen from Figure 5,Path1 will occupy the
whole receiver’s buffer bytx+110ms. After tx+110ms, re-
ceiver’s window will not allow the receiver to receive any
new packets. Also to avoid congestion and overflowing the
receiver’s buffer, the sender will limit its packet transmission
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by min(CWNDi, RWND) for each of the paths, meaning
the whole transmission and acknowledge loop will cease to
transmit new data until receiver’s buffer has room for new
packets. As can be seen in Figure 5, the receiver’s buffer
unblocks itself attx+210ms only after receiving packets11−12
overPath2 when all packets are in order. A network calculs
based analytical model to derive the minimum receiver’s
window blocking time is presented in Section??

B. Spurious Retransmission

Multipath and multi-homing capable transport protocols
are vulnerable to spurious packet retransmission primarily
because acknowledgement (ACK) packets may arrive to the
data sender in arbitrary order over different paths ignoring
the original intended arrival order and time. This creates a
major problem for congestion control algorithm and associated
packet retransmission mechanism since they depend on the
receiver’s transmitted information inside the ACK packetsto
maintain congestion window (CWND) and to decide packet
retransmission. The order of arrival of these ACK packets
is also crucial because data sender has to yield estimation
of the current network congestion, packet loss and receiver’s
buffer space from the information contained inside these ACK
packets. Disorderly arrival of ACK packets result into incorrect
estimation of the receiver’s buffer, RTT and received packets
based on the information provided by the ACK packets.

In Figure 6, we present an illustration of how spurious re-
transmission is triggered on multiple packets due to disorderly
received ACK packets in a multipath data transmission session.
We consider that sender (A) is transmitting data towards
the receiver (B) over two pathsP1 and P2. The paths are
different from each other both in terms of bandwidth and
RTT. For simplicity of the illustration, we ignore network
induced packet loss along the paths. As can be seen in
Figure 6, Path1 has reached a cumulative ACK point of
x at the beginning of the illustration. At timetz, Path1

transmits packetspx+11, px+12, px+17 and px+18 towards
the receiverB. While packetspx+11 and px+12 arrive over
Path1, packetspx+13, px+14, px+15 andpx+16 are received
by B overPath2. At this point, receiver’s buffer has complete
sequence of packets frompx+11 to px+16. Therefore receiver’s

cumulative ACK point is increased topx+16 and an acknowl-
edgement packetACKm is sent towards the sender. Now,
while ACKm is prepared and transmitted, packetspx+7 and
px+18 arrive to the receiver. Since these packets create a gap in
the receiver’s buffer, according to the SCTP specification [26]
another gap-acknowledgement packetACKn is transmitted for
the sender. Now, the situation becomes complicated as these
acknowledgement packetsACKm and ACKn arrive out of
order. As shown in the Figure 6,ACKm coming overPath1

reaches the sender beforeACKn arriving over Path2 and
notifies that cumulative ACK point can be increased uptox+12
and packetspx+17 andpx+18 are also received by the receiver
B. With a slight delay, the misleadingACKn arrives over
Path2 and notifies the senderA that receiver has received
packets uptopx+16, but there no packetpx+17 or px+18 in
the receiver’s buffer. At this point, sender has no choice but
to rely on the latestACKn as it is expected to contain the
latest information about the receiver and moreover it also
increases the cumulative ACK point meaning that the sender
can empty the send-buffer and make room for new packets. In
an asymmetric multipath environment, the probability of these
spurious ACK packets are increasingly higher as will be shown
by our experimental data later. It is interesting to note here that
both paths are attempting to provide useful information about
the receiver’s current state in this asymmetric context which
eventually is being misinterpreted by the sender.

We acknowledge that Preethi Nataranjan et al. proposed a
clever mechanism called Non-Renegable SACK (NR-SACK)
in [36] which lead to the IETF Draft proposing NR-SACK
as default method for compatible senders and receivers in an
SCTP association. NR-SACK has been further studied in [37]
to investigate its impact on throughput improvement. But, the
authors [37] in does not perform experiments under an asym-
metric RTT and bandwidth scenarios similar to ours. During
our experiments with NR-SACK enabled CMT under NS-2,
we observed less than expected gain with NR-SACK under
asymmetric scenarios and throughput was still found to be
limited by the worst perceived path by the congestion control
algorithm. Also, TCP employs a mechanism called F-RTO [38]
to detect spurious time-out and packet retransmissions as part
of the congestion control algorithm. But, this mechanism has
also been known to be prone to packet reordering and yielding
incorrect conclusion which is exactly the case as shown in our
asymmetric multipath experiments.

C. Delayed SACK, RTT Estimation and Throughput

RTT and RTO calculation in SCTP is performed in the same
manner as in TCP using Smoothed RTT (SRTT ) and RTT
Variance (RTTVAR) variables. Each time an ACK or SACK
packet is received, these variables are updated using the most
recent RTT estimationR′. RTOα and RTOβ are set to1

8

and 1

4
as recommended in [39]. In case of CMT-SCTP, the

sender keeps estimation of these variables for each destination
address. This means in a CMT-SCTP data flow from sender
A to receiverB over two paths, estimation ofSRTT,RTO
andRTTVAR variables will be counted for bothPath1 and
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Figure 7. Estimated Smoothed RTT in an Asymmetric CMT-SCTP Data
Transmission

Path2.

RTO = SRTT + 4.RTTVAR.

SRTT = (1 −RTOα).SRTTlast +RTOα ∗R′

RTTVAR = (1 −RTOβ.RTTV ARlast)

+RTOβ ∗ |SRR−R′|

(1)

RFC [26] advises to use SACK instead of ACK packets
to ensure better utilization of the reverse data channel for
CMT-SCTP data flows. To further improve performance, SCTP
proposes to exploit delayed SACK packets where the SACK
packets are transmitted at least every second data packet
received and within200ms of reception of an unacknowledged
data chunk. In an asymmetric CMT data transmission, these
SACK packets, both in case of delayed or otherwise, may
arrive over any of the available paths. Since, these SACK
packets do not contain any time-stamp associated with them
andSRTT estimation is made based on the packet sequence
number and period of arrival of these SACK packet, in case
asymmetric CMT-SCTP data transmission, both SRTT and
RTO estimation are vulnerable to be severely deviated from
the true network round-trip time.

In Figure 7, we present results from an asymmetric RTT
CMT-SCTP experiment with both delayed SACK enabled and
disabled, where the network round-trip times arePath1 =
20ms and Path2 = 500ms respectively and bandwidth
capacity for the both the paths is set to1Mbit/s. As can be
seen in Figure 7, in case of both delayed or non-delayed SACK,
RTT for Path1 is always estimated incorrectly, around147ms
for delayed SACK and160ms for non-delayed SACK, whereas
the true network RTT forPath1 is 20ms. Incorrect estimation
of RTT will clearly lead to inaccurate estimation of RTO as
shown by the Equations in 1 in case of asymmetric CMT-SCTP
transmission. This incorrect estimation is partially prevented by
the SCTP RFC’s [26] recommendation of setting a minimum
RTO of 1sec. But this may be counter-productive for the
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Figure 8. Throughput Performance of Asymmetric CMT-SCTP Data Trans-
mission

performance of certain paths of a CMT-SCTP connection in
case of lossy forward and reverse channel (e.g. WiFi) where
the SACK packets will fail to trigger the faster-retransmission
algorithm and unnecessarily delay the retransmission of the
lost packet.

The impact of delayed SACK and non-delayed SACK over
throughput under asymmetric scenarios is more severe. In
Figure 8 we present the throughput performance of the same
asymmetric multipath transmission as above — round-trip
times are of the paths arePath1 = 20ms andPath2 = 500ms
and bandwidth capacity of both the paths is1Mbit/s. As
can be seen in Figure 8, the overall performance of both
of the paths is significantly better in case of non-delayed
SACK over default delayed SACK. This is because – as
described in Section IV-A – path asymmetry and dissimilar
congestion window evolution introduces RWND blocking. In
this case it was due to RTT asymmetry. In case of non-
delayed SACK, the status of the receiver’s buffer is more
frequently updated to the sender so that the sender doesn’t have
to be limited bymin(RWND,CWND) which explains the
improved throughput.

D. Impact of Path Asymmetry on Good-put

As discussed in the sections above, reliable and orderly
data delivery with CMT-SCTP demonstrates notably fluctu-
ating throughput behaviour in case of asymmetric network
environment. A significant amount of buffering takes place
when packets arrive at the receiver out of order and accumulate
inside the receiver’s buffer until they are correctly sequenced.
Receiver’s buffer grows to its limit until the buffered packets
are in proper order and ready to be released to the applica-
tion layer. This buffering and releasing of packets introduce
artificial jitter and delay for the upper layer protocols and
potentially hamper the overall performance gain of CMT-SCTP
under asymmetric network conditions.

In Figure 9 we present a zoomed-in graph of first 10 seconds
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of one of our many simulated experiments showing exactly
how the over-all good-put is ruled by worse performing path
in an asymmetric CMT-SCTP transmission scenario. In this
particular experiment we mimic a multipath scenario of 3G
and WiFi connectivity.Path1 in this experiment hasRTT =
20ms and bandwidth capacity of10Mbit/s, andPath2 has
RTT = 500ms and bandwidth capacity of1Mbit/s. To
mimic a lossy WiFi channel we introduce3% uniformly
distributed packet loss onPath1. As can be seen clearly in
Figure 9 that the over-all good-put data, which are the readily
usable packets for the application layer, is clearly controlled
by Path2, the low performing path.

V. M INIMUM RECEIVER’ S WINDOW BLOCKING TIME

MODEL

For each packet denotedPn with n ∈ N
∗, we denotean,

be the departing time of packetPn andDn, the transmission
delay of packet whatever the path used. It means that the path
characteristic in terms of delay is embedded inDn.

Considering that each packet has a fixed sizeL andCp the
effective throughput of pathp with p ∈ N, we have:

an =
n.L

Cp
(2)

Now considering a given receiver’s window, the minimum
blocking time of a packetPi depends on all previous enqueued
packets (Pj , Pj−1, Pj−2, ...) not delivered to the application as
illustrated in Fig. 10.

As a result, the blocking time of packetPi is given as
follows:

TBlock = max
i

{max
j<i

(aj +Dj)− (ai +Di)} (3)

Taking as an example the sequence number progression of
a connection, eachTblock should correspond to a stall period
as shown in Figure 11.

an =
n.L

Cp
(4)
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